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Local electric and magnetic fields in semicontinuous metal films:
Beyond the quasistatic approximation
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A theory of optical, infrared, and microwave response of metal-dielectric inhomogeneous films is developed.
The generalized Ohm’s law is formulated for the important case, when the inhomogeneity length scale is
comparable with or larger than the skin~penetration! depth in metal grains. In this approach electric and
magnetic fieldsoutsidea film can be related to the currentsinsidethe film. Our computer simulations, with the
use of the generalized Ohm’s law approximation, reproduce the experimentally observed prominent absorption
band near the percolation threshold. Calculations show that the local electric and magnetic fields experience
giant spatial fluctuations. The fields are localized in small spatially separated peaks: electric and magnetic hot
spots. In these hot spots the local fields~both electric and magnetic! exceed the applied field by several orders
of magnitude. It is also shown that transmittance of a regular array of small holes in a metal film is strongly
enhanced when the incident wave is in resonance with surface polaritons in the film. In addition, there is a skin
resonance in transmission, which is of a purely geometrical nature.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Random metal-dielectric films, also known as semico
tinuous metal films, are usually produced by thermal eva
ration or spattering of metal onto an insulating substrate
the growing process, first, small clusters of metal grains
formed and eventually, at a percolation threshold, a cont
ous conducting path appears between the ends of the sam
indicating a metal-insulator transition in the system. At hig
surface coverage, the film is mostly metallic with voids
irregular shape, and finally the film becomes a uniform me
film. Over the past three decades, the electric-transport p
erties of semicontinuous metal films have been a topic
active experimental and theoretical study. The classical
colation theory had been employed to describe the ano
lous behavior of the conductivity and other transport prop
ties near the percolation threshold.1–4 Recently it was shown
that quantum effects, such as tunneling between metal c
ters and electron localization, become important at the p
colation even at room temperature~see Refs. 5–8 and refer
ences there in!. The low-frequency divergence of th
dielectric-constant was predicted theoretically7,8 and ob-
tained then experimentally.9

In this paper we will consider the optical response
metal-insulator thin films. Although these films have be
intensively studied both experimentally and theoretica
~see e.g., Refs. 3,4,10–22!, the important role of giant local
field fluctuations was not considered in these earlier stud

A two-dimensional inhomogeneous film is a thin lay
within which the local physical properties are not uniform
The response of such a layer to an incident wave depe
crucially on the inhomogeneity length scale compared to
wavelength and also on the angle of incidence. Usua
when the wavelength is smaller than the inhomogen
scale, the incident wave is scattered in a various directio
The total field that is scattered in certain direction is the s
of the elementary waves scattered in that direction by e
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~16!/11230~15!/$15.00
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elementary scatterer on the surface. As each elemen
wave is given not only by its amplitude, but also by i
phase, this sum will be a vector sum. The scattered wav
then distributed in various directions, though certain pri
leged directions may receive more energy than others.
contrast, when the inhomogeneity length scale is mu
smaller than the wavelength, the resolution of the wave is
small to ‘‘see’’ the irregularities, therefore the wave is th
reflected specularly and transmitted in well-defined directi
as if the film were a homogeneous layer with bulk effecti
physical properties~conductivity, permittivity, and perme
ability! that are uniform. The wave is coupled to the inh
mogeneities in such a way that irregular currents are exc
on the surface of the layer. Strong distortions of the fie
then appear near the surface; however, they decay expo
tially so that far enough from the surface the wave resum
its plane-wave character.

The problem of scattering from inhomogeneous surfa
has attracted attention since the time of Lord Rayleigh.23 Due
to the wide range of potential application in, e.g., radiowa
and radar techniques, most efforts have been concentrat
the regime where the scale of inhomogeneity is larger t
the wavelength.24 In the last decade, a problem of localiz
tion of surface polaritons25 and other ‘‘internal modes’’ due
to their interaction with surface roughness, attracted a lo
attention. This localization is found to manifest strongly
the angular dependence of the intensity of nonspecularly
flected light, leading to the peak in the antispecu
direction26 and other ‘‘resonance directions.’’27,28The devel-
opment of near-field scanning optical microscopy has ope
the way to probe the surface polariton field above the surf
and visualize its distribution~for review, see, for example
see Ref. 29.! In this paper we consider another limiting cas
when the inhomogeneity length scale is much smaller t
the wavelength, but can be of the order or even larger t
the skin depth. In other words the coupling of a metal gr
11 230 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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PRB 62 11 231LOCAL ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS IN . . .
with an electromagneticfield is supposed to be strong i
spite of their subwavelength size. In particular, we focus
the high-frequency response~optical, infrared, and micro-
wave! of thin metal-dielectric random films.

The optical properties of metal-dielectric films sho
anomalous phenomena that are absent for bulk metal
dielectric components. For example, the anomalous abs
tion in the near-infrared spectral range leads to unusual
havior of transmittance and reflectance. Typically, the tra
mittance is much higher than that of continuous metal film
whereas the reflectance is much lower~see, e.g., Refs
3,4,10,11,16–18!. Near and well-below the percolatio
threshold, the anomalous absorbance can be as hig
50%.12–16,20A number of theories were proposed for calc
lation of the optical properties of semicontinuous rand
films, including the effective-medium approaches,30,31 their
various modifications,3,16,17,32–36 and the renormalization
group method~see, e.g. Refs. 4,37,38!. In most of these theo
ries the semicontinuous metal-dielectric film is considered
a fully two-dimensional system and a quasistatic approxim
tion is invoked. However, usage of this approximation i
plies that both the electric and magnetic fields in the film
assumed to be two dimensional and curl free. That assu
tion ceases to be valid when the fields are changed con
erably within the film and in its close neighborhood, which
usually the case for a semicontinuous metal thin film, es
cially in the regime of strong skin effect.

In the attempt to expand a theoretical treatment bey
the quasistatic approximation, a new approach has rece
been proposed that is based on the full set of Maxwe
equations.18–20 This approach does not use the quasista
approximation because the fields are not assumed to be
free inside the physical film. Although the theory was pr
posed with metal-insulator thin films in mind, it is, in fac
quite general and can be applied to any kind of inhomo
neous film under appropriate conditions. For the reason
will be explained below, that theory is referred to as t
‘‘generalized Ohm’s law.’’ We use this new theory to fin
optical properties and distribution of the local fields in
semicontinuous metal film and in a metal film with regu
array of holes in it.

Below we restrict ourselves to the case where all the
ternal fields are parallel to the plane of the film. This mea
that an incident wave, as well as the reflected and transm
waves, are traveling in the direction perpendicular to the fi
plane. We focus our consideration on the electric a
magnetic-field magnitudes at certain distancesawayfrom the
film and relate them to the currentsinside the film. We as-
sume that inhomogeneities on a film are much smaller in
than the wavelengthl ~but not necessarily smaller than th
skin depthd), so that the fields away from the film are cu
free and can be expressed as gradients of potential fields
electric and magnetic induction currents averaged over
film thickness obey the usual two-dimensional continu
equations. Therefore the equations for the fields~e.g.,
¹3E50) and the equations for the currents~e.g., ¹3 j
50) are thesameas in the quasistatic case. The only diffe
ence, though important, is that the fields and the avera
currents are now related by new constitutive equations
that there are magnetic currents as well as electric curre

To determine these constitutive equations, we find
n
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electric and magnetic-field distributions inside the cond
tive and dielectric regions of the film. The boundary con
tions completely determine solutions of Maxwell’s equatio
for the fields inside a grain when the frequency is fixe
Therefore the internal fields, which change very rapidly w
position in the direction perpendicular to the film, depe
linearly on the electric and magnetic field away from t
film. The currents inside the film are linear functions of t
local internal fields given by the usual local constituti
equations. Therefore the currents flowinginsidethe film also
depend linearly on the electric and magnetic fieldsoutside
the film. However, the electric current averaged over the fi
thickness now depends not only on the external electric fi
but also on the external magnetic field. The same is true
the average magnetic induction current. Thus we have
linear equations that connect the two types of the aver
internal currents to the external fields. These equations
be considered as a generalization of the Ohm’s law to
nonquasistatic case and referred to as generalized Ohm’s
~GOL!.19,20 The GOL forms the basis of a new approach
calculating the electromagnetic properties of inhomogene
films.

It is instructive to consider first the electric and magne
fields on both sides of the film.19,20 Namely, the electric and
magnetic fields are considered at the distancel 0 behind the
film E1(r )5E(r ,2d/22 l 0), H1(r )5H(r ,2d/22 l 0), and at
the distancel 0 in front of the film E2(r )5E(r ,d/21 l 0),
H2(r )5H(r ,d/21 l 0) as shown in Fig. 1. All the fields and
currents considered in this paper are monochromatic fie
with the usual exp(2ivt) time dependance. The vectorr
5$x,y% in the above equations is a two-dimensional vec
in the film plane perpendicular to the ‘‘z’’ axis whered is the
thickness of the film. In the case of laterally inhomogeneo
films electric current

jE5E
2d/22 l 0

d/21 l 0
j ~r ,z!dz

and current of the magnetic induction

FIG. 1. The scheme used in a theoretical model. Electrom
netic wave of wavelengthl is incident on a thin metal-insulato
film with thicknessd. It is partially reflected and absorbed, and t
remainder is transmitted through the film. The amplitudes of
electric and magnetic fields~averaged over the planez52d/22 l 0

behind the film! are equal to each other.
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jH5~ iv/4p!E
2d/22 l 0

d/21 l 0
B~r ,z!dz

are functions of the vectorr . The metal islands in semicon
tinuous films typically have an oblate shape so that the g
diameterD can be much larger than the film thicknessd ~see
e.g., Refs. 11!. When the thickness of a conducting graind
~or skin depthd) and distancel 0 are much smaller than th
grain diameterD, the relation of the fieldsE1 andH1 ~or E2
andH2) to the currents becomes fully local. The electricjE
and magneticjH currents lie in between the planesz
52d/22 l 0 and z5d/21 l 0. These currents satisfy to th
two-dimensional continuity equations

¹• jE~r !50, ¹• jH~r !50, ~1!

which follow from the three-dimensional continuity equ
tions when thez components ofE1 ,H1 and E2 ,H2 are ne-
glected at the planesz52(d/21 l 0) andz5d/21 l 0, respec-
tively. This is possible because these components are s
in accordance with the fact that the average fields^E1&,
^H1&, ^E2&, and ^H2& are parallel to the film plane. More
over, it is supposed in the GOL approximation that ‘‘z’’
components of the local fields vanish on average, so tha
integrals

E
2d/22 l 0

d/21 l 0
Ezdz50

and

E
2d/22 l 0

d/21 l 0
Hzdz50

are equal to zero. Then, the second Maxwell’s equa
curlH5(4p/c) jE can be written as

R H"dl5~4p/c!~n1• jE!D, ~2!

where the integration is over the rectangular contour, wh
has sidesd12l 0 andD so that the sidesd12l 0 are perpen-
dicular to the film and the sidesD are in the planesz
56(d/21 l 0); the vectorn1 is perpendicular to the contou
i.e., parallel to the film. WhenD→0 this equation takes th
following form

H22H152
4p

c
@n3 jE#, ~3!

where the vectorn is perpendicular to the film. The firs
Maxwell equation curlE5 ikH can be rewritten as

R E"dl5~4p/c!~n1• jH!D, ~4!

where the integration contour is the same as in Eq.~2! andjH
is the current of the magnetic induction, defined earlier
Eq. ~1!. Thus we obtain the equation

E22E152
4p

c
@n3 jH# ~5!
in

all,

he

n

h

n

relating the electric fields in front of and behind the film. Th
electric currentjE and current of the magnetic inductionjH
obey GOL~see Refs. 19,20!, namely,

jE~r !5u~r !E~r !, jH~r !5w~r !H~r !, ~6!

whereE5(E11E2)/2, H5(H11H2)/2 and Ohmic param-
etersu and w are expressed in terms of the local refracti
index n5A«(r ) as

u52 i
c

2p

tan~Dk/4!1n tan~dkn/2!

12n tan~Dk/4! tan~dkn/2!
, ~7!

w5 i
c

2p

n tan~Dk/4!1tan~dkn/2!

n2tan~Dk/4! tan~dkn/2!
, ~8!

where the refractive indexn takes valuesnm5A«m and nd

5A«d for metal and dielectric regions of the film; the di
tance to the reference plane is set asl 05D/4.18,19 The es-
sence of the GOL can be summarized as follows: The en
physics of a three-dimensional inhomogeneous layer, wh
is described by the full set of Maxwell’s equations, has be
reduced to a set of two-dimensional Eqs.~1! and ~6!.

In the quasistatic limit, when the optical thickness
metal grains is smalldkunmu!1, while the metal-dielectric
constant is large in magnitude,u«mu@1, the following esti-
mates hold for the Ohmic parameters of the metal grains

um.2 i
v«m

4p
d, wm. i

v

4p
~d1D/2!, ~d/d!1!.

~9!

In the opposite case of a strong skin effect, when the s
depth~penetration depth! d51/k Im nm is much smaller than
the grain thicknessd and the electromagnetic field does n
penetrate into metal grains, the parametersum and wm take
values

um5 i
2c2

pDv
, wm5 i

vD

8p
, ~d/d@1!. ~10!

For the dielectric region, when the film is thin enough so th
dknd!1 and«d;1, Eqs.~7! and ~8! give

ud52 i
v«d8

8p
D, wd5 i

v

4p
~d1D/2!, ~11!

where the reduced dielectric constant«d85112«dd/D is in-
troduced. Note that in the limit of the strong skin effect t
Ohmic parametersum andwm are purely imaginary and the
parameterum is of the inductive character, i.e., it has the si
opposite to the dielectric parameterud . In contrast, the
Ohmic parameterw remains essentially the samew
; iDv/8p for the dielectric and metal regions, regardless
the magnitude of the skin effect.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Sec
we briefly outline the basic optical properties: reflectan
transmittance, and absorbance, found in the GOL approxi
tion; we also present here the self-consistent approach
noted as the dynamic effective-medium theory. Our num
cal method and results of calculations for the local elec
and magnetic field are described in Sec. III. In Sec. IV
theory is developed for the giant local field fluctuations a
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the spatial high-order moments of the local fields. In Sec
we consider the optical properties of a metal film which
perforated with an array of small subwavelength holes;
show that the transmittance through such a film can
strongly enhanced in accord with recent experimental ob
vations. Section VI summarizes and concludes the pape

II. OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF SEMICONTINUOUS
FILMS

Since we consider semicontinuous films with an inhom
geneity scale much smaller than the wavelengthl, the fields
E1(r ) andH1(r ) behind the film are simply the gradients
potential fields, when considered as functions ofx and y in
the fixed reference planez52d/22 l 0. Similarly, the poten-
tials for the fieldsE2(r ) andH2(r ) in front of the film can be
introduced. Therefore the fieldsE(r ) and H(r ) in Eq. ~6!
can, in turn, be represented as gradients of some potent

E52¹8, H52¹c8. ~12!

By substituting these expressions in Eqs.~6! and then in the
continuity Eq.~1!, we obtain the following equations

¹•@u~r !¹w8~r !#50, ~13!

¹•@w~r !¹c8~r !#50, ~14!

that can be solved independently for the potentialsw8 and
c8. These equations are solved under the following con
tions

^¹w18&5^E1&[E0 , ^¹c18&5^H1&[H0 , ~15!

where the constant fieldsE0 andH0 are the external~given!
fields that are determined by the incident wave. When
fields E, H and currentsjE , jH are found by solving Eqs
~13!, ~14!, and~15!, the local electric and magnetic fields
the planez52 l 02d/2 are given by

E15E1
2p

c
@n3 jH#, H15H1

2p

c
@n3 jE#, ~16!

as follows from Eqs.~3! and ~5! and the definitions of the
fieldsE andH. Note that the fieldE1(r ) can be measured in
near-field experiments~see, e.g., Ref. 29!. The effective
Ohmic parametersue andwe are defined in a usual way

^ jE&5ueE0[ue~^E1&1^E2&!/2, ~17!

^ jH&5weH0[we~^H1&1^H2&!/2. ~18!

When these expressions are substituted in Eqs.~3! and ~5!,
which are averaged over the film plane~coordinates$x,y%),
we obtain the equations

@n3~^H2&2^H1&!#5
2p

c
ue~^E1&1^E2&!, ~19!

@n3~^E2&2^E1&!#5
2p

c
we~^H1&1^H2&!, ~20!

that connect the average fields in front of the film and beh
it, i.e., we obtain the equations that determine the opt
response of an inhomogeneous film.
e
e
r-

-

ls:

i-

e

d
l

Let us suppose that the wave enters the film from the ri
half-space~see Fig. 1!, so that its amplitude is proportiona
to e2 ikz. The incident wave is partially reflected and partia
transmitted through the film. The electric-field amplitude
the right half-space, away from the film, can be written
Ẽ2(z)5e@e2 ikz1reikz#, wherer is the reflection coefficient
and e is the polarization vector. Well behind the film, th
electric component of the electromagnetic wave acquires
form Ẽ1(z)5ete2 ikz, wheret is the transmission coefficient
It is supposed for simplicity that the film has no optical a
tivity, so that the wave polarizatione remains the same afte
passing through the film. At the planesz5d/21 l 0 and z
52d/22 l 0 the average electric field equals^E2& and^E1&,
respectively. The electric field in the wave is matched w
the average fields in the planesz5d/21 l 0 and z52d/2
2 l 0, i.e., ^E2&5Ẽ2(d/21 l 0)5e@e2 ik(d/21 l 0)1reik(d/21 l 0)#

and^E1&5Ẽ1(2d/22 l 0)5eteik(d/21 l 0). The same matching
with the magnetic fields giveŝH2&5@n3e#@2e2 ik(d/21 l 0)

1reik(d/21 l 0)# and ^H1&52@n3e#teik(d/21 l 0) in the planes
z5d/21 l 0 and z52d/22 l 0 respectively. Substitution o
these expressions for the fields^E1&, ^E2&, ^H1&, and^H2&
in Eqs.~19! and ~20! gives the two linear~scalar! equations
for the reflectionr and transmissiont coefficients. By solving
these equations we obtain the reflectance,

R[ur u25U ~2p/c!~ue1we!

~11~2p/c!ue!~12~2p/c!we!
U2

, ~21!

transmittance

T[utu25U 11~~2p/c!!2uewe

~11~2p/c!ue!~12~2p/c!we!
U2

, ~22!

and absorbance

A512T2R ~23!

of the film. Thus, the effective Ohmic parametersue andwe
completely determine the optical properties of an inhomo
neous films.

We see that the problem of the field distribution and o
tical response of the metal-dielectric films reduces to solv
the decoupled quasistatic conductivity problems@Eqs. ~13!
and ~14!#, for which a number of theoretical approaches a
available. Thus efficient analytical and numerical metho
~see Sec. III! developed in the frame of the percolatio
theory can be used to find the effective parametersue andwe
of the film.

We consider now the case of the strong skin effect
metal grains and trace the evolution of the optical proper
of a semicontinuous metal film with the increase of the me
surface densityp. When p50 the film is purely dielectric
and the effective parametersue and we coincide with the
dielectric Ohmic parameters given by Eq.~11!. By substitut-
ing ue5ud and we5wd in Eqs. ~21!, ~22!, and ~23!, and
assuming that the dielectric film has no losses and is o
cally thin (dk«d!1), we obtain that the reflectanceR
5d2(«d21)2k2/4, transmittance T512d2(«d21)2k2/4,
and the absorbanceA50 in accord with the well-known re-
sults for a thin dielectric film.39,40

It is not surprising that the film without losses has ze
absorbance. When the ratio of the penetration length~skin
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depth! d51/kImnm is negligible in comparison with the film
thicknessd andunmu@1 the losses are also absent in the lim
of full coverage, when the metal concentrationp51. In this
case the film is a perfect metal mirror. Indeed substituting
Ohmic parametersue5um and we5wm from Eq. ~10! in
Eqs. ~21!, ~22!, and ~23!, we obtain for the reflectanceR
51, while the transmittanceT and absorbanceA are both
equal to zero. Note that the optical properties of the film
not depend on the particle sizeD for the metal concentration
p50 andp51 since properties of the dielectric and contin
ous metal films do not depend on the shape of the m
grains.

We consider now the film at the percolation thresholdp
5pc with pc51/2 for a self-dual system.3,4 A semicontinu-
ous metal film may be thought of as a mirror, which is br
ken into small pieces with typical sizeD much smaller than
the wavelengthl. At the percolation threshold the exa
Dykhne formulasue5Audum andwe5Awdwm hold.41 Thus
following equations for the effective Ohmic parameters
obtained from Eqs.~11! and ~10!

2p

c
ue~pc!5A«d8,

2p

c
we~pc!5 i

Dk

4
A11

2d

D
. ~24!

From this equation it follows thatuwe /ueu;Dk!1 so that
the effective Ohmic parameterwe can be neglected in com
parison withue . By substituting the effective Ohmic param
eterue(pc) given by Eq.~24! in Eqs.~21!, ~22!, and~23!, the
optical properties at the percolation can be obtained as

R~pc!5
«d8

~11A«d8!2
, ~25!

T~pc!5
1

~11A«d8!2
, ~26!

A~pc!5
2A«d8

~11A«d8!2
, ~27!

where «d85112«dd/D. When metal grains are oblat
enough so that«dd/D!1 and«d8→1 the above expression
simplify to the universal result

R5T51/4, A51/2 ~28!

first obtained in Ref. 18. Thus, there is the effective abso
tion in semicontinuous metal films, even in the case wh
neither dielectric nor metal grains absorb the light ener
i.e., the mirror broken into small pieces effectively abso
energy from the electromagnetic field. The effective abso
tion in a loss-free film means that the electromagnetic ene
is stored in the system and that the amplitudes of the lo
electromagnetic field can increase, in principle, up to infin
In any real semicontinuous metal film the local field is fini
of course, because of nonzero losses; still, the field fluc
tions over the film can be very large provided that losses
small, as discussed below.

To find the optical properties of semicontinuous films f
arbitrary metal concentrationp, the effective medium theory
can be implemented that was originally developed to prov
t

e
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,
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a semiquantitative description of the transport properties
percolation composites.3 The effective-medium theory bein
applied to Eqs.~13! and~17! and~14! and~18! results in the
following equations for the effective parameters

ue
22Dpue~um2ud!2udum50, ~29!

we
22Dpwe~wm2wd!2wdwm50, ~30!

where the ‘‘reduced’’ concentrationDp5(p2pc)/pc , (pc
51/2) is introduced. It follows from Eq.~30! that for the
case of strong skin effect, when the Ohmic parameterswm
!c and wd!c @see Eqs.~10!–~11!#, the effective Ohmic
parameteruweu!c, for all metal concentrationsp. Therefore
the parameterwe is negligible in Eqs.~21! and ~22!. For
further simplification the Ohmic parameterud can be ne-
glected in comparison withum in the second term of Eq.~29!
@cf. Eqs.~10! and~11!#. Then, by introducing the dimension
less Ohmic parameterue85(2p/c)ue, we rewrite Eq.~29! as

ue8
222i

lDp

pD
ue82«d850. ~31!

Right at the percolation thresholdp5pc51/2, when the re-
duced concentrationDp50, Eq. ~31! gives the effective
Ohmic parameterue8(pc)5A«d8 that coincides with the exac
Eq. ~24! and results in reflectance, transmittance, and ab
bance given by Eqs.~25!, ~26!, and ~27!, respectively. For
concentrations different frompc , Eq. ~31! gives

ue85 i
lDp

pD
1A2~lDp/pD !21«d8, ~32!

that becomes purely imaginary foruDpu.pDA«d8/l. For the
imaginary effective Ohmic parameterue8 , Eqs. ~25!, ~26!,
and ~27! result in the zero absorbance:A512R2T51
2uue8u

2/(11uue8u
2)21/(11uue8u

2)50 ~recall that the effec-
tive Ohmic parameterwe is neglected!. In the vicinity of a
percolation threshold, namely, for

uDpu,
pD

l
A«d8 ~33!

the effective Ohmic parameterue8 has a nonvanishing rea
part and, therefore, the absorbance

A5
2A2~lDp/pD !21«d8

11«d812A2~lDp/pD !21«d8
~34!

is nonzero and has a well-defined maximum at the perc
tion threshold; the width of the maximum is inversely pr
portional to the wavelength. The effective absorption in
most loss-free semicontinuous metal film means that
local electromagnetic fields strongly fluctuate in the syst
as was speculated above. The concentration width for
strong fluctuations should be the same as the width of
absorption maximum, i.e., it is given by Eq.~33!.

Note that the effective parametersue and we can be de-
termined experimentally by measuring the amplitude a
phase of the transmitted and reflected waves or by measu
the film reflectance as a function of the fieldsE1 andH1. In
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the latter case, a metal screen placed behind the film ca
used to control the values of these fields.42,43

III. COMPUTER SIMULATIONS OF LOCAL ELECTRIC
AND MAGNETIC FIELDS

To find the local electricE(r ) and magneticH(r ) fields,
Eqs.~13! and~14! should be solved. Consider the first equ
tion ~13!, which is convenient to rewrite in terms of th
renormalized dielectric constant

«̃5 i
4pu~r !

vd
~35!

as follows

¹•@ «̃~r !¹f~r !#5E, ~36!

wheref(r ) is the fluctuating part of the potentialf8(r ) so
that¹f8(r )5¹f(r )2E0 , ^f(r )&50, andE5¹•@ «̃(r )E0#.
We recall that the ‘‘external’’ fieldE0 is defined by Eq.~15!.
For the metal-dielectric films considered here local dielec
constant«̃(r ) equals to«̃m54p ium /vd and «̃d5«d8D/2d,
for the metal and dielectric regions, respectively. The ex
nal field E0 in Eq. ~36! can be chosen real, while the loc
potentialf(r ) takes complex values since the dielectric co
stant«̃m is complex«̃m5 «̃m8 1 i «̃m9 .

In the quasistatic limit, when the skin depthd is much
larger than the film thicknessd, the dielectric constant«̃m
coincides with the metal-dielectric constant«m as follows
from Eq. ~9!. In the optical and infrared spectral ranges
simple model of the Drude metal can be used to reprod
semiquantitatively the basic optical properties of a metal
this approach, the dielectric constant of metal grains can
approximated by the Drude formula

«m~v!5«b2~vp /v!2/@11 ivt /v#, ~37!

where«b is contribution to«m due to the interband trans
tions, vp is the plasma frequency, andvt51/t!vp is the
relaxation rate. In the high-frequency range, losses in m
grains are relatively small,vt!v. Therefore, the real par
«m8 of the metal-dielectric function«m is much larger~in
modulus! than the imaginary part«m9 (u«m8 u/«m9 >v/vt@1),
and«m8 is negative for the frequenciesv less than the renor
malized plasma frequency,

ṽp5vp /A«b. ~38!

Thus, the metal conductivity sm52 iv«m/4p

>(«bṽp
2/4pv)@ i (12v2/ṽp

2)1vt /v# is characterized by

positive imaginary part forṽp.v@vt , i.e., it is of the in-
ductive character. This allows us to model the metal gra
as inductancesL for the frequenciesṽp.v@vt while the
dielectric gaps can be represented by capacitancesC. In the
opposite case of the strong skin effect, the Ohmic param
um is inductive according to Eq.~10!, for all spectral ranges
regardless of the metal properties. Then, the percola
metal-dielectric film represents a set of randomly distribu
L andC elements forall spectral ranges.

Note that the Ohmic parameterw takes the same sign an
is close in magnitude for both metal and dielectric grai
be
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according to Eqs.~9!, ~10!, and~11!. A film can be thought
of as a collection ofC elements in ‘‘w’’ space. Therefore,
there are no resonances in the solution to Eq.~14!. The fluc-
tuations of the potentialc8 can be neglected in compariso
with the w8 fluctuations. For this reason we concentrate o
attention on the properties of the ‘‘electric’’ fieldE(r )
52¹f8(r )52¹f(r )1E0 when considering the fluctua
tions of the local fields. The fieldE(r ) can be found by
solving Eq.~36!.

Equation~36! has the same form as usual quasistatic c
tinuity equation,¹(«¹f)50. Therefore Eq.~36! being dis-
cretized on, say, square lattice acquires the form of Kir
hoff’s equations. We employ here the efficient real-spa
renormalization method suggested in Ref. 44 to solve
discretized Eq.~36!. In our previous works21,44–55the same
method was used to find local electric fields for the qua
static case. Solution of Eq.~36! gives the potentialf in the
film, the local field E(r ) and the electric currentjE(r ) in
terms of the average fieldE0. The effective Ohmic paramete
ue is determined by Eq.~17! that can be written aŝjE&
5ueE0. The effective dielectric constant«̃e equals
4p iue /vd. In the same manner the fieldH(r ), the magnetic
current jH(r ), and the effective parameterwe can be found
from Eq. ~14! and its lattice discretization. Note that th
samelattice should be used to determined the fieldsE(r ) and
H(r ).55 The directions of the external fieldsE0 andH0 may
be chosen arbitrary when the effective parametersue andwe
are calculated since the effective parameters do not dep
on the direction of the field, for an isotropic, on averag
film.

Although the effective parameters do not depend on
external field, the local electricE1(r ) and magnetic and
H1(r ) fields do depend on the incident wave. The local fie
E1(r ) and H1(r ) are defined in the reference planez
52d/22 l 0 ~see Fig. 1!. For calculations below, the electri
and magnetic fields of the electromagnetic wave are cho
in the form ^E1&5$1,0,0% and ^H1&5$0,21,0% in the plane
z52 l 02d/2. This choice corresponds to the wave vector
the incident wave ask5(0,0,2k), i.e., there is only a trans
mitted wave behind the film~see Fig. 1!. It follows from the
averaging of Eq.~16! ~which can be written aŝE1&5E0
1(2p/c)we@n3H0# and ^H1&5H01(2p/c)ue@n3E0#)
that the fieldsE0 andH0 are given by

E05
^E1&2~2p/c!we@n3^H1&#

11~2p/c!2uewe

,

H05
^H1&2~2p/c!ue@n3^E1&#

11~2p/c!2uewe

. ~39!

These fieldsE0 andH0 are used to calculate the local field
E(r ) andH(r ). The local electricE1(r ) and magneticH1(r )
fields are restored then from the fieldsE(r ) and H(r ) by
using Eqs.~16!.

The local electric and magnetic fields are calculated
silver-on-glass semicontinuous films, as functions of the s
face concentrationp of silver grains. The dielectric constan
for glass is given by«d52.2. The dielectric function for
silver is chosen in the Drude form~37!; the following param-
eters are used in Eq.~37!: the interband-transition contribu
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11 236 PRB 62SHUBIN, SARYCHEV, CLERC, AND SHALAEV
tion «b55, the plasma frequencyvp59.1 eV, and the relax-
ation frequencyvt50.021 eV.56 The metal grains are
supposed to be oblate in shape. The ratio of the grain th
nessd ~film thickness! to the grain diameterD has been
chosen asD/d53, the same as the one used in Ref. 18.
consider the skin effect of different strength~i.e., different
interaction between the electric and magnetic fields, occ
ring through the skin effect!, we vary the sized of silver
particles in a wide range,d514100 nm. The size of meta
grains in semicontinuous metal films is usually of the ord
of few nanometers but it can be increased significantly
using a proper method of preparation.57 In the microwave
experiments of Ref. 20, for example, the films were lith
graphically prepared, so that the size of a metal part
could vary in a large range.

The space distribution of the electric and magnetic fie
is calculated for two sets of parameters as illustrated in F
2 and 3. In Figs. 2 and 3 we show the electric and magne
field distributions forl51 mm and two different thicknesse
d of the film, d55 nm andd550 nm. The first thickness
~Fig. 2! corresponds to a weak skin effect since the dim
sionless thickness is small,D[d/d50.2 @where d
51/(k Im nm) is the skin depth#. In this case we observe th
giant field fluctuations of the local electric field; the magne
field, although it strongly fluctuates over the film, is mu
smaller in magnitude compared with the electric field. This
because the film itself is not magnetic,md5mm51, and the

FIG. 2. Distribution of local em field intensities in a semico
tinuous silver film at small skin effectd/d50.2, whered is the skin
depth andd is the thickness of the film~l51 mm; p5pc).
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interaction of the magnetic field with the electric fie
through the skin effect is relatively small. For compariso
Fig. 3 shows the fields in the case of a significant skin effe
when the film thicknessd550 nm and the dimensionles
thickness exceeds one,D52.2. It is interesting to note tha
the amplitude of the electric field is roughly the same as
Fig. 2~a!, despite the fact that the parameterD is increased
by one order of magnitude. In contrast, the local magne
field in Fig. 3~b! is strongly increased in this case so that t
amplitude of magnetic field in peaks is of the same order
magnitude as the electric field maxima. This behavior can
understood by considering the spatial moments of the lo
magnetic field as shown in the next section.

Being given the local fields, the effective parametersue
andwe can be found and thus the effective optical propert
of the film. In Figs. 4 and 5 we show the reflectance, tra
mittance, and absorbance as functions of silver concentra
p, for wavelengthsl51 mm andl510 mm, respectively.
The absorbance in these figures has an anomalous maxi
in the vicinity of the percolation threshold that correspon
to the behavior predicted by Eq.~34!. This maximum was
detected first in the experiments.13–16 The maximum in the
absorption corresponds to strong fluctuations of the lo
fields. We estimated in Eq.~33! the concentration rangeDp
aroundpc , where the giant local-field fluctuations occur,
Dp}1/l. Indeed, the absorbance shrinks at the transit
from Fig. 4 to Fig. 5, when wavelengthl increases by a
factor of 10.

FIG. 3. Distribution of the local-field intensities in a semico
tinuous silver film at strong skin effectd/d52.2 ~l51 mm; p
5pc).
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In Fig. 6~a! and 6~b! we compare results of numerica
simulations for the optical properties of silver semicontin
ous films with the calculations based on our generali
effective-medium approach@Eqs. ~29! and ~30!#, with the
new Ohm’s parametersu and v. Results of such a ‘‘dy-

FIG. 4. Calculated absorptanceA, reflectanceR, and transmit-
tanceT for a silver-glass film as functions of metal concentrationp
and film thicknessd at l51 mm.
-
d
namic’’ effective-medium theory are in accord with our n
merical simulations, for arbitrary-strength skin effect. W
can see that the theory reproduces well the maximum
absorptance in the vicinity of the percolation threshold.

FIG. 5. Calculated absorptanceA, reflectanceR, and transmit-
tanceT for a silver-glass film as functions of metal concentration
and film thicknessd at l510 mm.
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FIG. 6. Results of numerica
simulations~dashed line! and the
dynamic effective-medium theory
~solid line! for absorptanceA, re-
flectanceR, and transmittanceT of
silver-on-glass semicontinuou
film as function of the metal con-
centration p at the following
wavelengthl and film thickness
d: ~1! l51.0 mm and d550 nm;
~b! l510.0mm andd55 nm.
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IV. SPATIAL MOMENTS OF THE LOCAL ELECTRIC
AND MAGNETIC FIELDS

Below we find the spatial high-order moments for t
local electric E1 distribution in the reference planez5
2d/22 l 0 ~see Fig. 1! back of the film. The electric fieldE1
is expressed in terms of fieldsE andH by means of Eq.~16!.
The fluctuations of the local magnetic currentjH(r )
5w(r )H(r ) can be neglected in the first equation in E
~16!, as discussed below Eq.~37!. Therefore, the momen
Mn

E5^uE1(r )un&/u^E1&un equals approximately the mome
Mn5^uE(r )un&/u^E&un for the fieldE(r ).

We consider now the momentsMn
E in the optical and

infrared spectral ranges for arbitrarily strong skin effect. W
assume«m is almost negative and large in the absolute val
Since Eq.~36! has the same form as the quasistatic equa
¹(«¹f)50 ~investigated in detail in our previous works!
.

e
.
n

we use the estimate for the moments of the local-elec
field obtained in Refs. 52 and 53

Mn
E;S u«̃mu3/2

A«d«̃m9
D n21

, ~40!

where the metal permittivity is replaced by the renormaliz
dielectric constant«̃m given by Eq.~35!. The Drude formula
Eq. ~37! is substituted in Eq.~7! to obtain the Ohmic param
eterum in the limit vp@v@vt . Then the Ohmic paramete
um is substituted in Eq.~35! to obtain«̃m . Finally, the mo-
mentMn

E is obtained from Eq.~40! as

Mn
E;rFvp

vt
Af 0~x!Gn21

, ~41!
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f 0~x!5
4 tanh3~x!@11D/~4d! tanh~x!#

x$tanh~x!1x@12tanh2~x!#%2
, ~42!

wherex5d/2d.dvp/2c is the ratio of the film thicknessd
and the skin depthd'c/vp . It follows from these equations
that the moments of the local-electric field are independ
of the frequency in the wide frequency bandvp@v.vt ,
which typically includes the optical and infrared spect
ranges. When the skin effect increases, the functionf 0 in Eq.
~41! also increases monotonically fromf 0(0)51 to f 0(`)
5D/(2d). Provided that the shape of metal grains is fix
and they are very oblate, i.e.,D/d@1, the momentsMn

E

increase significantly with increasing the parameterx.
Let us consider now the far-infrared, microwave, and

dio frequency ranges, where the metal conductivitysm ac-
quires its static value, i.e., it is positive and does not dep
on frequency. Then it follows from Eqs.~10!, ~11!, and~35!
that Eq. ~40! for the field moments acquires the followin
form

Mn
E;S 2psm

v D (n21)/2

, ~43!

in the limit of strong skin effect. Since metal conductivity
typically much larger than frequencyv in the microwave
and radio bands, the moments remain large at these freq
cies.

We proceed now with fluctuations for the local magne
field H1(r ) in the reference planez52d/22 l 0. The fluctua-
tions of the fieldH(r )5@H1(r )1H2(r )#/2 defined in Eq.~6!
can be neglected. Then as follows from the second Eq.~16!,
the momentsMn

H5^uH1(r )un&/u^H1(r )&un of the local mag-
netic field can be estimated as

Mn
H.~2p/c!n^u jE~r !un&/u^E1&un, ~44!

where we used the conditionsu^E1&u5u^H1&u that correspond
to the wave incident onto the film from the right~see Fig. 1!.
Thus the external electric field induces the electric curre
in a semicontinuous metal film and these currents, in tu
generate the strongly fluctuating local magnetic field.

To estimate the moments^u jE(r )un& of the electric current
density in semicontinuous metal films we generalize, to
clude the nonlinear case, the approach suggested earlie
Dykhne41 ~see discussion in Ref. 58!. Since in the considered
case the electric currentjE is related to the local fieldE via
the first equation in Eqs.~6!, the following equation̂ u jEun&
5a(um ,ud)^uE(r )un& is valid @where the coefficient
a(um ,ud) is a function of variablesum andud].

We consider now the percolation thresholdp5pc and set
pc aspc51/2. It is also supposed that the statistical prop
ties of the system do not change when interreplacing m
and dielectric. If all the conductivities are increased by
factor k then the average nonlinear current^u jEun& also in-
creases, by the factorukun; therefore, the coefficien
a(um ,ud) also increases, by theukun. Then the coefficient
a(um ,ud) has an important scaling property, name
a(kum ,kud)5ukuna(um ,ud). By takingk51/um the follow-
ing equation is obtained

a~um ,ud!5uumuna1~um /ud!. ~45!
nt
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Now we perform the Dykhne transformation

j* 5@n3E#, E* 5@n3 jE#. ~46!

It is easy to verify that thus introduced fieldE* is still po-
tential, i.e.,“3E* 50, and the currentj* is conserved, i.e.,
“"j* 50. The currentj* is coupled to the fieldE* by the
Ohm’s formula j* 5u* E* , where the ‘‘conductivity’’ u*
takes values 1/um and 1/ud . Therefore, the following equa
tion ^u j* un&5a(1/um,1/ud)^uE* un& holds, from which it fol-
lows thata(1/um,1/ud)a(um ,ud)51. Since we suppose tha
at the percolation thresholdpc51/2 and the statistical prop
erties of the system do not change when inter-replac
metal and dielectric, the arguments in the first function c
be changed to obtaina(1/ud,1/um)a(um ,ud)51. This equa-
tion, in turn, can be rewritten using Eq.~45! as
uum /uduna1

2(um /ud)51, where the functiona1 is defined in
Eq. ~45!. Thus we find thata1(um /ud)5uud /umun/2, and the
final result is given bya(um ,ud)5uumudun/2, i.e., the follow-
ing generalization of the Dykhne’s formula is valid

^u jEun&5uudumun/2^uEun&. ~47!

Now this expression for̂u jEun& can be substituted in Eq.~44!
to obtain that

Mn
H5F S 2p

c D 2

uudumuGn/2

Mn
E . ~48!

In the optical and infrared spectral ranges it is possible
simplify this equation as done for Eq.~44! above. Using
again the Drude formula~37! and assuming thatvt!v
!vp , the following estimate is obtained

Mn
H5F«d8

x tanhx

~2d/D !1x tanhxGn/2

Mn
E , ~49!

where the momentMn
E is given by Eq.~44! and x5d/2d

.dvp/2c has the same meaning as in Eq.~44!. As follows
from Eq. ~49!, the spatial moments of the local magne
field Mn

H are of the same order of magnitude as the mome
of the local electric fieldMn

E in the limit of strong skin effect,
i.e., whenx@1.

We can estimate now the moments of the local elec
and magnetic fields from Eqs.~41! and ~49! for silver-on-
glass semicontinuous films, withvp59.1 eV and vt
50.021 eV. The moments of the local electric field are
Mn

E;(43102)n21, so that the field fluctuations are huge,
agreement with the numerical results shown in Figs. 2 an
For sufficiently strong skin effect (x.1), the moments of
local magnetic fieldMn

H;Mn
E , which is also in accord with

our simulations.
As mentioned, at frequencies much smaller than the

laxation ratevt.3.231013sec21, the silver conductivity ac-
quires its static valuevp

2/4pvt.1018sec21. In this case, the
moments are given by Eq.~43!. Thus for wavelengthl
53 cm (v/2p5n510 GHz! the moments are asMn

H;Mn
E

;(104)n21. We can conclude that the local electric and ma
netic field strongly fluctuate in a very large frequency ran
from the optical down to the microwave and radio spect
ranges. The fluctuations become even stronger for the mi
wave and radio bands. This is because for the strong
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effect ~when the penetration depth is much smaller than
size of a metal grain!, losses are small in comparison wi
the electromagnetic field energy accumulated around
film. This opens a fascinating possibility to observe t
Anderson localization of surface plasmons, predicted
Refs. 52 and 53, in microwave experiments with localizat
length in the centimeter scale.

V. ENHANCED LIGHT TRANSMISSION THROUGH
METAL FILMS WITH ARRAYS OF SMALL HOLES

Light transmission through a tiny~less than the wave
length! hole in an optically thick metal film is known to b
small T;(d/l)4.59 However, provided that there is an arra
of such subwavelength holes in the metal film and spe
resonance conditions are fulfilled, the optical transmiss
can be enhanced by several orders of magnitude. For
stance, in a silver film of thicknessd5200 nm with an array
of holes of diameterD5150 nm and lattice constanta0
5600 nm, large transmission peaks have been observe
wavelengthsl;300, 400, 500, 700, and 950 nm. The ma
mum transmission can exceed one, when it is normalize
the projected area of the holes. This corresponds to the
hancement of nearly three orders of magnitude, when c
pared to what one could expect for the same numbe
single holes.60–62 Since the skin depth in silverd;20 nm is
much less than the film thickness, these experiments ca
be explained using the quasistatic approximation for the
face conductivity. Note also that the metal films with pe
odic arrays of nanoholes represent an example of nanoe
neered structures known as electromagnetic crystals.63–66

A. Skin resonance

We use the GOL approximation to calculate the transm
tance of an array of subwavelength holes for the case
strong skin effect. It is assumed, for simplicity, that the s
face hole concentrationph512p5p(D/2a0)2 is small,ph
!1, which is typical for the experiments mentioned abo
To evaluate the effective parametersue and we in a sparse
array of holes, the Maxwell-Garnet~dipole! approximation
can be used.6,30,67In this approximation the effective Ohmi
parameter, say,ue is related to the ‘‘metal’’ (um) and ‘‘di-
electric’’ (ud) Ohmic parameters by the following equatio

ue5um

~11ph!ud1~12ph!um

~12ph!ud1~11ph!um
; ~50!

the same equation connectswe to wm andwd . The substitu-
tion of expressions~10! and ~11! in the equations above
gives

ue5 i
8p

c

16~12ph!2D~2d1D !k2~11ph!

Dk@16~11ph!2D~2d1D !k2~12ph!#
~51!

and

we5 i
8p

c

Dk~d1D1dph!

d1D2dph
, ~52!
e

e
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wherek5v/c is the wave vector,d is the thickness of the
film, and D is the hole diameter. Then, in the consider
limit ph!1, we find the transmittance of the hole array fro
Eq. ~22! in the following form

T5
1024ph

2

@D~2d1D !k2216#211024ph
2

. ~53!

That is the transmittance has a resonance at the wavele
l r5AD(2d1D), where T(l r)51 and the film becomes
transparent, regardless of the surface concentration of t
holes. When the hole surface concentrationph decreases, the
width of the resonance shrinks, but exactly at the resona
the film remains transparent, even forph→0.

The nature of the described resonance, which can be
noted as‘‘skin resonance,’’ is purely geometrical, i.e., the
skin resonance does not depend on the metal-dielectric f
tion «m . Therefore, this resonance is different from the we
known plasmon resonance of a hole in the metal film.
particular, the skin resonance should be also observabl
the microwave range. It is also important to emphasize t
the skin resonance does not actually depend on the hole
riodicity.

It would be interesting to check out experimentally t
position of the resonance as a function of the holes’ diam
D, when the hole concentrationph is fixed. It is possible that
the skin resonance described above was observed in the
experiments60,61 at wavelengthl.300 nm. Unfortunately,
the parameters of the film investigated in Ref. 60 and
were chosen in such a way that the frequency of the s
resonance is close to the renormalized plasma frequencyṽp

where the real part of the metal-dielectric constant«m8 van-
ishes. Therefore, the strong skin effect condition may
hold in the vicinity of the resonance and losses become
portant. It could be the reason why the transmittance,
though increased up to 20%, does not achieve 100%.
vided that the diameter of the holes is increased, the s
resonance can be shifted to larger wavelengths so tha
amplitude can be increased, even at much smaller hole
centrationph .

Equation ~53! is valid in the vicinity of the skin reso-
nance. For wavelengths much larger than the resonancel r ,
the equation for the transmittanceT can be simplified since
the terms}Dk can be neglected. This results in the follow
ing expression

T5
ph

2k2D4

4~d1D !2
. ~54!

The obtained transmittanceT is independent of metal prop
erties ~e.g., it does not depend on the metal dielectric co
stant«m). It is an anticipated result for the strong skin effe
when the penetration of the electromagnetic field in me
can be neglected. The transmittance is proportional to
ratio of the hole sizeD and the wavelengthl squared. There-
fore, the transmittanceT is much larger thanT;(D/l)4 re-
sulting from the Fraunhofer diffraction on single holes in t
limit of D/l!1. It is the ‘‘background’’ transmittance
above which the considered hereafter resonances are
posed.
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B. Surface polariton resonance

Consider now surface waves in a metal film. When
real part of the metal permittivity is negative«m8 ,0 and
losses are small, it is well known that surface polaritons
propagate along the surface. On metal surfaces, these w
are referred to as surface plasmon polaritons.

For the sake of simplicity we neglect losses in the furth
consideration, i.e., we assume that the metal-dielectric c
stant is negative«m52n2; we also suppose thatn.1. The
wave vectorkp of the plasmon polariton in the metal-vacuu
interface is given bykp5kn/A(n221).k ~see e.g., Refs. 28
and 39!. There are two kinds of polaritons in the film with
finite thickness, which correspond to symmetric and a
symmetric~with respect to reflection in the planez50) so-
lutions to the Maxwell equations. The wave vectorsk1 and
k2 of these polaritons are determined by the following eq
tions

k1
25~kn!2

n21tanh2@~d/2!A~kn!21k1
2#

n42tanh2@~d/2!A~kn!21k1
2#

, ~55!

k2
25~kn!2

11n2 tanh2@~d/2!A~kn!21k2
2#

n4 tanh2@~d/2!A~kn!21k2
2#21

. ~56!

In the case of the strong skin effect, when exp(dkn)@1, the
wave vectors for the symmetric and antisymmetric polarito
are equal to

k1
25~kn!2

n42124n2exp~dkn2/An221!

~n221!~n421!
~57!

and

k2
25~kn!2

n42114n2 exp~dkn2/An221!

~n221!~n421!
, ~58!

respectively. It is important for the further consideration th
both symmetric and antisymmetric polaritons propagate
both interfaces of the film. Moreover, the absolute value
the electric and magnetic fields are the same on the
interfaces. This consideration holds for arbitrarily thick film
although the difference between the two types of polarit
becomes exponentially small for the optically thick films.

Since the polariton wave vectors are larger than the w
vectork of an electromagnetic wave~normal to the film! the
wave cannot excite the polaritons in a continuous metal fi
~see, e.g., Ref. 28!. The situation changes dramatically whe
the film is periodically corrugated, with the same spatial p
riod a0 on both interfaces. The example of such corrugat
is a regular array of holes. When wave vectork of the inci-
dent wave is such that one of the polariton waveleng
l1(k)52p/k1(k) or l2(k)52p/k2(k) coincides witha0,
the corresponding polariton is excited on the film. This p
lariton spreads out onto both sides of the film and intera
with the corrugation. As a result of this interaction, the e
cited polariton can be transformed back to the plane wa
This can also occur on the backside of the film. Therefore
transmittance has a maximum at the resonance cond
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2pm/a05ki $ i 51,2;m51,2, . . .%. Since the polariton am-
plitude is the same on both sides of the film we speculate
at the resonance the film becomes almost transparent, reg
less of its thickness, though the width of the resonan
shrinks when the film thickness increases. The set of max
in transmittance was indeed observed in experiments of R
60 and 61.

For a qualitative analysis of the resonance transmitta
we consider a simple model of the periodically inhomog
neous film, with the local dielectric constant varying as«5
2n2@12g cos(qx)# in the film plane$x,y%. Then, the whole
spectrum of the spatial harmonics; cos(qmx) is generated in
the film, with the wave vectorsqm5mq. We consider, for
simplicity, small modulations assuming that parameterg
!1. Then, we can restrict our consideration to the first t
harmonics, i.e., we suggest that the local electric and m
netic fields can be written as

Ẽ~x,z!5E~z!1Eq~z!cos~qx!, ~59!

H̃~x,z!5H~z!1Hq~z!cos~qx!, ~60!

where, as above, the ‘‘z’’ axis is perpendicular to the film
plane. The wavelengthl of the incident wave is supposed t
be larger than the period of the film modulationl.a0
52p/q. The Maxwell equations in the film can be written a

curl@„11g cos~qx!…curl H̃#52~kn!2H̃. ~61!

We consider the incident wave with the magnetic and el
tric fields polarized along the ‘‘y’’ and ‘‘ x’’ axes. Then the
magnetic fieldH̃ in the film has the ‘‘y’’ component only
and Eq.~61! takes the following form

H9~z!1
g

2
Hq9~z!2k2n2H~z!50, ~62!

Hq9~z!1gH9~z!2~k2n21q2!Hq~z!50, ~63!

where we neglected the higher spatial harmonics and eq
the terms that have the same dependence on the coord
x.23 Solutions to Eqs.~62! and ~63! give the magnetic field
inside the film. The electric fieldsE(z) and Eq(z) are ob-
tained from the second Maxwell equationẼ5 i /@kn2

„1
2g cos(qx)…#curl H̃. The internal fieldsE(z) and H(z) are
matched with the field of the incident wave at the front i
terface of the film (z5d/2) and these fields, in turn, ar
matched with the field of the transmitted wave at the ba
interface (z52d/2). Note that the fieldsEq(z) and Hq(z)
decay exponentially; exp(2uzuAq22k2) outside the film
since the spatial period of the corrugation is smaller than
wavelength of the incident wavel.a0 (k,q). Thus Eqs.
~62! and ~63! connect incident and transmitted wave and
solution gives the transmittanceT of the film. The transmit-
tance T, as discussed above, has sharp maxima at
plasmon-polariton resonances. At the resonance,T acquires
the following form
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T~k!5
~gkn3!4

~gkn3!41~n211!~n421!3$114n@2n~n221!1An221~2n221!#%D2~k!
, ~64!
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with the detuning from the resonanceD given by

D~k!5ki
2~k!1

2An221~n611!2n~32n412n6!

2n~n421!2~n211!

3~gkn3!22q2, ~65!

whereki(k)5k1 or k2 defined in Eqs.~55!–~58!. Thus we
obtain the important result that there is a subwavelen
resonance in transmittance of a corrugated metal film du
surface polaritons. The resonance has a form of two pe
close to each other sincek22k1; exp(2dkn)!1. When the
skin effect is so strong that exp(2dkn)!g2 these two peaks
merge together. Exactly at the resonanceT51, that is, the
film becomes transparent at arbitrary thickness. In a real
the transmittance is limited by losses. Yet, the losses
rather small for a typical metal in the optical and infrar
spectral ranges. Note also that the resonance position is
fined by the conditionD50 @see Eq.~64!#; it is somewhat
shifted with respect to the conditionki(k)5q since the cor-
rugation of a film affects the propagation conditions for s
face polaritons.

Similar resonances take place whenki(k).mq. We be-
lieve that the skin resonance described in Sec. V A is resp
sible for the sharp short-wavelength peak~near 300 nm! ob-
tained in Ref. 60, whereas long-wavelength resonance
Ref. 60 occur due to surface polaritons considered here
quantitative comparison with the experiments will be p
sented elsewhere. Now we only note that the quartz subs
used in the experiment makes the film asymmetric. The
fore, surface plasmon polaritons propagate in a different w
on the two sides of the film. This is a possible reason w
the observed resonance transmittance, though strongly
hanced, does not exceed 10%.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper a detailed theoretical consideration of
high-frequency response~optical, infrared, and microwave!
of thin metal-dielectric films is presented. The generaliz
GOL approximation was employed. The developed GOL
proximation is based on direct solution of Maxwell’s equ
tions, without having to invoke the quasistatic approxim
tion. In this approximation the electromagnetic properties
semicontinuous metal films are described in terms oftwo
parametersue and we , in contrast to the usual descriptio
with a single complex conductivity. This approach allows
to calculate field distributions and optical properties of se
continuous metal films in a wide frequency range: from
optical to the microwave and radio frequencies.

It is shown that metal-dielectric films can exhibit esp
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cially interesting properties when there is a strong skin eff
in metal grains. In particular, the theory predicts that t
local magnetic fields, as well as the electric fields, stron
fluctuate within the large optics-to-microwave spectral ran
The obtained equations for the field distributions and
high-order field moments for the electric and magnetic fie
allow one to describe various optical phenomena in perc
tion films, both linear and nonlinear. For example, surfa
enhancement for Raman scattering is proportional to
fourth field moment46,48 and, therefore, it is strongly en
hanced in a wide spectral range. The same is valid for
Kerr nonlinearity, which is also proportional to the four
moment.47,52 The giant electric-field fluctuations near th
percolation threshold in metal-dielectric films have been
ready observed in the microwave20 and optical21 ranges.

The large electric- and magnetic-field fluctuations e
plain, in particular, a number of previously obtained ph
nomena that remained so far unclear. For example, the
sorbance in a percolation film calculated using the quasist
approximation predicts for the maximumA.0.2,35 which is
twice less than the measured value13–16,20 and the one fol-
lowing from the GOL equations.18 This can occur because o
neglecting the magnetic field in the quasistatic calculatio
The energy of the electric field can be converted into
energy of the magnetic field, so that the magnetic compon
of the em field is also responsible for the absorption. As s
in Figs. 2 and 3, the magnetic and electric fields can
comparable in magnitudes, even at a relatively moderate
effect. This indicates that the magnetic field can carry
roughly the same amount of energy as the electric field
accordance with this, Figs. 4–6 show that the absorbanc
the GOL beyond-the-quasistatic-approximation reaches
value A.0.45 ~in agreement with experiments!, which is
roughly twice larger than that found in the quasistatic a
proximation.

We also considered the optical properties of a metal fi
with an array of subwavelength holes and showed that tra
mittance of such a film is much larger than the Fraunho
diffraction predicts. This result is an agreement with rec
experiments.60–62 For such films, a new effect, skin reso
nance, is predicted; at this resonance the transmittance
increase up to 100%, regardless of the surface concentra
of the holes. We also predict series of the surface plasm
polaritons resonances in the transmittance.
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